
A Little History of the Future of Dublin
Dublin, the capital city of Ireland, is a city rich in history and heritage. From its
Viking origins to its bustling streets today, Dublin has witnessed countless
changes throughout the years. But what lies ahead for this charming city? Let's
take a journey into the future of Dublin and explore the possibilities that await.

The Technological Transformation

As we step into the future, it becomes evident that technology will play a
significant role in shaping Dublin. With the rise of artificial intelligence, self-driving
cars, and advanced robotics, Dublin is set to become a hub for innovation,
attracting tech giants from all around the world.

The Silicon Docks, an area in Dublin's city center, will continue to evolve into a
bustling tech district, housing major tech companies and startups. This
transformation will create numerous job opportunities and drive economic growth,
making Dublin a hotspot for talented individuals in the tech industry.
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An Eco-Friendly Haven

In a future of heightened environmental consciousness, Dublin is also set to
become a beacon of sustainability. The city aims to reduce its carbon footprint
and become a leader in green initiatives.

Solar panels will adorn the rooftops of buildings, harnessing renewable energy
and reducing dependence on fossil fuels. Electric vehicles will dominate the
streets, with a comprehensive charging infrastructure making it convenient for
residents to switch to greener transportation options.

Parks and green spaces will flourish throughout the city, providing a breath of
fresh air amidst the urban landscape. Dublin will embrace urban farming, with
rooftop gardens and vertical farms offering locally grown produce.

A Cultural Resurgence

Dublin's rich cultural heritage will continue to thrive in the future. Arts, literature,
and music will play a pivotal role in the city's identity, captivating both locals and
visitors alike.

The iconic Trinity College Library will remain a sanctuary for book enthusiasts,
housing centuries-old manuscripts alongside modern literature. Dublin's
numerous theaters will be a hub for diverse performances, embracing both
traditional and contemporary works.

In a world where virtual reality is the norm, Dublin will still hold on to its traditional
pubs, where live music sessions will transport audiences back in time. The
vibrant atmosphere of Temple Bar will continue to be a magnet for artists and
musicians, ensuring Dublin's cultural legacy lives on.

A Global City with a Local Heart



While Dublin evolves into a global hub, it will not lose its essence and charm. The
city's community spirit will remain strong, with a focus on inclusivity and
interconnectedness.

The local markets will burst with fresh produce from nearby farms, creating a
strong connection between farmers and residents. Events celebrating Irish
traditions, such as St. Patrick's Day parades, will continue to unite people from all
walks of life.

Furthermore, Dublin's architecture will embrace both modernity and history, with
contemporary buildings sharing space with majestic Georgian structures. The
city's cobblestone streets will still echo with tales of the past, preserving its
cultural heritage for generations to come.

The future of Dublin is one of exciting possibilities. Through technological
advancements, eco-consciousness, cultural preservation, and community
engagement, Dublin aims to become a city that seamlessly blends its past with its
future.

As we take this journey into the future of Dublin, one thing is certain - the city will
continue to capture the hearts and imaginations of its residents and visitors alike,
remaining a true gem on the Emerald Isle.
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A Little History of the Future of Dublin is the work of Ireland’s most respected
commentator on the urban landscape. In the book, McDonald explores visions of
the city, from the work of the Duke of Ormonde to Abercrombie's Dublin of the
Future, through the excesses of the Celtic Tiger, to the decisions taken in the
aftermath of the property crash. The book finishes with a plan for how the city
could once again become one of the great small capitals of Europe.

Every generation has come up with its own vision of the future. In that tradition,
alongside the main essay, some of the most prominent opinion forming Dubliners
(including Fintan O’Toole, Una Mullaly, Alice Leahy, and Joe Duffy) reflect on
where we are going – and how we are going to get there. What is the future of
Dublin? And how has the answer to the question changed in the last four hundred
years? This bracing and provocative new work explores these questions.

Published in conjunction with The Little Museum of Dublin and Dublin Port
Company, A Little History of the Future of Dublin will inform public debate about
the future of the capital in the context of competing visions of the good life.
Suddenly made more urgent by events such as Brexit and the Covid-19
pandemic, that conversation could not be more timely.

Frank McDonald began his journalism career with the Irish Press in the 1970s.
He joined the Irish Times in 1979, becoming Environment Correspondent in 1986,
and later Environment Editor in 2000, finally retiring in 2015. Throughout his
career, his writing has focused on planning and development in Dublin, from the
demolition of parts of the Georgian city, to the effect of Airbnb. His books include
The Destruction of Dublin (1985), The Construction of Dublin (2000) and The
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Builders: How a Small Group of Property Developers Fuelled the Building Boom
(2008).
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health condition so rare and unpredictable that it can strike anyone,
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